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Novel Research in Sciences

Alice in Wonderland Syndrome (AIWS) was named after the description of Lewis Carroll
in his novel. In 1955 John Todd, a psychiatrist, described this entity for the first time. Todd
described it as “Alice es Adventures in Wonderland” by Lewis Carroll. The author Carroll
suffered from severe migraine attacks. Alice in Wonderland syndrome is a disorienting
state of seizures that affect visual perception. AIWS is a neurological form of seizures that
affect the brain, causing disturbed perception. Patients describe visual, auditory and tactile
hallucinations and disturbed perceptions. The exact causes of AIWS are not yet known.
Cases of migraine, brain tumors, depression episodes, epilepsy, delirium, psychoactive drugs,
ischemic stroke, EBV, mycoplasma and malaria infections correlate with AIWS like seizures.
Neuroimaging studies show disturbances of brain regions including the temporoparietal
junction, temporal lobe and occipital lobe as a typical localization of the visual pathway.
Recent research shed light on concomitant lying position in Alice in Wonderland seizures.
Moreover special positions of body parts could play a role as a trigger. We present the case
of micropsia in a 5 years-old son and a concomitant telopsia of the mother in teenager age
supposing a genetic origin in Alice in Wonderland syndrome.

Case Report

The pregnancy of the boy was a light one, with a natural vaginal birth at 37 weeks and
3 days. The son was born with neonatal torticollis and further physiotherapy and now fully
corrected normal muscle function. He had a birthmark with a portion of hair was darker. He
had milk protein intolerance until 2 years and in October 2018 on single major cold with
hospital stay. At 5 years he had the diagnosis of inguinal hernia and repositioning of the left
testicle, which was floating. At 5 years he started speaking therapy for stuttering. The visual
disturbances started one week after a kick against the eye in age 5. The mother had telopsia
in teenager age in the evenings and it was like she could see the entire room where she was
from far away, like through the window. So, both, mother and son, showed visual disturbances
(micropsia/telopsia), surprisingly in the son, starting after a kick in the eye.

Discussion

In 1955, British psychiatrist John Todd (1914-1987) described the state of micro-and
macrosomatognosia, the altered perception of body image and body images, and called it
Alice-in-Wonderland syndrome. In 1955 John Todd described the syndrome and gave it a
literary name in his publication. The first description of the syndrome comes from Lippman
et al. 1952. Alice-in-Wonderland syndrome includes false perceptions of the body image, the
form of objects, the sense of time, and illusionary visual perceptions. Body perception denial
of illusion feelings and frightened feelings, sometimes for many years in the early childhood,
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and can affect the normal development of the child in the family
and in the environment [1]. AIWS was described in different
publications in connection with many different infection illnesses
like malaria, Zicavirus, Varizella-induced optical neuromyelitis,
Lyme-borreliosis, H1N1 influenza infection and mononucleosis.
It is obvious that all these different diseases play no role in the
search for the true origin of Alice-in-Wonderland syndrome [2].
Other entities such as complicated partial epilepsy, migraines,
acute have spread encephalomyelitis, drug abuse such as LSD or
montelukast (Mast Cell stabilizer) is other related drug correlations
associated with AIWS-like seizures [3-7]. In addition, more recent
articles describe AIWS seizures after ventricular shunt surgery in
hydrocephalus postoperatively and in patients with brain tumor,
in particular glioblastoma. More recent publications describe the
curious aspect of AIWS seizures, which are constantly associated
with physical abuse. In these publications, two elderly women aged
57 and 61 describe their terrible experiences with sexual abuse and
have had AIWS seizures continuously correlated after many years
[4,5]. These case studies shed light on aspects of physical and sexual
abuse, by describing the entity that appeared many years after
this unusual experience of two older women, who analyzed their
experiences as children. In a chronological case report, a 67-yearold woman described in detail her childhood experiences [4]. Here
we present a familiar case report of a mother and his son, who
had visual sensations like micropsia and telopsia in a concomitant
way, but in different phases of life, the mother as a teenager and
the son after getting a kick against his eye [8]. Two different types
of visual sensations were present in this two familials: the mother
with telopsia, the son with micropsia. This shed light on possible
hereditary origin. Further research should perform to analyze the
genetic origin of Alice in Wonderland syndrome and in special and

genetic basis of optical pathway disturbances. This is the second
publication in world literature suggesting a hereditary origin in
Alice in Wonderland syndrome [9].
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